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The Hawking Temperature in the context of Dark Energy for Reissner-Nordstrom
and Kerr background
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For emergent gravity metrics, presence of dark energy modifies the Hawking temperature. We
show that for the spherically symmetric Reissner-Nordstrom (RN) background metric, the emergent
metric can be mapped into a Robinson-Trautman blackhole. Allowed values of the dark energy
density follow from rather general conditions. For some allowed value of the dark energy density
this blackhole can have zero Hawking temperature i.e. the blackhole does not radiate. For a Kerr
background along θ = 0 , the emergent blackhole metric satisfies Einstein’s equations for large r and
always radiates. Our analysis is done in the context of emergent gravity metrics having k−essence
scalar fields φ with a Born-Infeld type lagrangian. In both cases the scalar field φ(r, t) = φ1(r)+φ2(t)
also satisfies the emergent gravity equations of motion for r →∞ and θ = 0.
PACS numbers: 98.80.-k ;95.36.+x
I. INTRODUCTION
In [1] it has been shown that the Hawking temper-
ature [2] is modified in the presence of dark energy.
In [1] this was shown for an emergent gravity metric
G˜µν having k− essence scalar fields φ with a Born-
Infeld type lagrangian and with the gravitational metric
as Schwarzschild. The Lagrangian for k−essence scalar
fields contain non-canonical kinetic terms. The general
form for such lagrangians is proportional to F (X) with
X = 12g
µν∇µφ∇νφ. Relevant literature for such fields
in cosmology, inflation, dark matter, dark energy and
strings can be found in [3].
The motivation of this work is to calculate the Hawk-
ing temperature for an emergent gravity metric in the
presence of dark energy and which is also a blackhole
metric.We consider two cases, i.e., when the gravitational
metric is a (a) Reissner-Nordstrom blackhole metric and
(b) Kerr blackhole metric. As explained in detail in sec-
tion 2, G˜µν contains the dark energy field φ and this
should satisfy the emergent gravity equations of motion.
Again, for G˜µν to be a blackhole metric, it has to sat-
isfy the Einstein field equations. In Ref. [1] this was
shown by mapping the emergent gravity metric (hav-
ing Schwarzschild background) into a Barriola-Vilenkin
blackhole metric which again satisfies the Einstein equa-
tions. Here we find that for the RN background case the
emergent gravity metric can be exactly mapped onto a
Robinson-Trautman blackhole so that the Einstein equa-
tions are automatically satisfied. However,the k-essence
matter fields satisfy the emergent gravity equations of
motion only for θ = 0. For the Kerr case, the emergent
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metric satisfies Einstein equations for large r while the
dark energy field φ satisfies the emergent gravity equa-
tions of motion again only for θ = 0.
In this context we clarify that the Hawking temper-
ature is spherically symmetric from very general condi-
tions and taking θ = 0 does not therefore affect this prop-
erty of the Hawking temperature. We will elaborate on
this in a more quantitative way in sections 3 and 5. The
formalism for emergent gravity used is as described in
[4].
II. EMERGENT GRAVITY
The emergent gravity minimal action for background
metric gµν is
Sk[φ, gµν ] =
∫
d4x
√−gL(X,φ) (1)
The energy momentum tensor is
Tµν ≡ 2√−g
δSk
δgµν
= LX∇µφ∇νφ− gµνL (2)
LX =
dL
dX , LXX =
d2L
dX2 , Lφ =
dL
dφ and ∇µ is the co-
variant derivative with respect to the metric gµν . The
equation of motion is
− 1√−g
δSk
δφ
= G˜µν∇µ∇νφ+ 2XLXφ − Lφ = 0 (3)
where
G˜µν ≡ LXgµν + LXX∇µφ∇νφ (4)
and 1 + 2XLXXLX > 0.
2Carrying out the conformal transformation Gµν ≡
cs
L2x
G˜µν , with c2s(X,φ) ≡ (1 + 2X LXXLX )−1 ≡ sound speed,
the inverse metric of Gµν is obtained as
Gµν =
LX
cs
[gµν − c2s
LXX
LX
∇µφ∇νφ] (5)
Another conformal transformation G¯µν ≡ csLXGµν gives
G¯µν = gµν − LXX
LX + 2XLXX
∇µφ∇νφ (6)
LX 6= 0 for the sound speed c2s to be positive definite and
only then equations (1)− (4) will be physically meaning-
ful. This is as as follows. LX = 0 means that L inde-
pendent of X so that in equation (1), L(X,φ) ≡ L(φ).
Then L becomes pure potential and the very definition of
k−essence fields becomes meaningless because such fields
correspond to lagrangians where kinetic energy domi-
nates over potential energy. Also the very concept of
minimal coupling of φ to gµν becomes redundant and
equation (1) meaningless and equations (4-6) ambiguous.
For the non-trivial configurations of φ , ∂µφ 6= 0 and
G¯µν is not conformally equivalent to gµν . So this φ field
has properties different from canonical scalar fields de-
fined with gµν and the local causal structure is also dif-
ferent from those defined with gµν . Again, if L is not an
explicit function of φ then the equation of motion (3) is
replaced by ;
− 1√−g
δSk
δφ
= G¯µν∇µ∇νφ = 0 (7)
We take the Lagrangian as L = L(X) = 1− V√1− 2X.
This is a particular case of the BI lagrangian
L(X,φ) = 1− V (φ)√1− 2X
for V (φ) = V = constant and V << kinetic energy of φ
i.e.V << (φ˙)2. This is typical for the k−essence field
where the kinetic energy dominates over the potential
energy. Then c2s(X,φ) = 1−2X . For scalar fields ∇µφ =
∂µφ. Thus (6) becomes
G¯µν = gµν − ∂µφ∂νφ (8)
Note the rationale of using two conformal transforma-
tions: the first is used to identify the inverse metric Gµν ,
while the second realises the mapping onto the metric
given in (8) for the lagrangian L(X) = 1− V√1− 2X.
III. THE REISSNER-NORDSTROM CASE AND
MAPPING ON TO THE
ROBINSON-TRAUTMAN TYPE METRIC
First consider the gravitational metric gµν to be
Reissner-Nordstrom and denote ∂0φ ≡ φ˙, ∂rφ ≡ φ′. As-
suming that the k− essence field φ(r, t) is spherically
symmetric one has
G¯00 = g00 − (∂0φ)2 = 1− 2GM/r +Q2/r2 − φ˙2
G¯11 = g11 − (∂rφ)2 = −(1− 2GM/r +Q2/r2)−1 − (φ′)2
G¯22 = g22 = −r2
G¯33 = g33 = −r2sin2θ
G¯01 = G¯10 = −φ˙φ′
(9)
For the R-N metric, g00 = (1 − 2GM/r +
Q2/r2); g11 = −(1−2GM/r+Q2/r2)−1; g22 = −r2; g33 =
−r2sin2θ; gij(i 6= j) = 0.
Note that the RN metric is spherically symmetric. The
emergent gravity metric (9) contains additional terms but
all these are independent of θ. So the emergent metric is
also spherically symmetric. So we might as well consider
θ = 0. Then the emergent gravity line element becomes
ds2RN,θ=0 = (1− 2GM/r +Q2/r2 − φ˙2)dt2
−((1− 2GM/r +Q2/r2)−1 + (φ′)2)dr2
−2φ˙φ′dtdr (10)
Making a co-ordinate transformation from (t, r) to (ω, r)
along θ = 0 such that ([5]) :
dω = dt− ( φ˙φ
′
1− 2GM/r +Q2/r2 − φ˙2 )dr (11)
Then (10) becomes
ds2 = (1− 2GM/r +Q2/r2 − φ˙2)dω2
−[ (φ˙φ
′)2
(1− 2GM/r +Q2/r2 − φ˙2)
+
1
(1− 2GM/r +Q2/r2) + (φ
′)2]dr2
(12)
(12) will be a blackhole metric if G¯00 = G¯
−1
11 , i.e.
φ˙2 = (φ′)2(1− 2GM/r +Q2/r2)2 (13)
Let us assume a solution to (13) of the form φ(r, t) =
φ1(r) + φ2(t). Then (13) reduces to
φ˙22 = (φ
′
1)
2(1− 2GM/r +Q2/r2)2 = K (14)
K(6= 0) is a constant (K 6= 0 means k−essence field will
have non-zero kinetic energy). The solution to (14)
φ(r, t) = φ1(r) + φ2(t)
=
√
K[r +
(2G2M2 −Q2)tan−1 (r−GM)√
Q2−G2M2)√
Q2 −G2M2
+GMln (Q2 − 2GMr + r2)] +
√
Kt (15)
with φ1(r) =
√
K[r +
(2G2M2−Q2)tan−1 (r−GM)√
Q2−G2M2)√
Q2−G2M2
+GMln (Q2 − 2GMr + r2)]; and φ2(t) =
√
Kt, and we
have taken an arbitrary integration constant to be zero.
3Therefore the line element (12) becomes
ds2 = (1− 2GM
r
+
Q2
r2
−K)dω2
− 1
(1− 2GMr + Q
2
r2 −K)
dr2
(16)
i.e.
ds2 = (β − 2GM
r
+
Q2
r2
)dω2 − 1
(β − 2GMr + Q
2
r2 )
dr2
(17)
with β = 1 − K. Now going over to the Eddington-
Finkelstein coordinates (v, r) or (u, r) along θ = 0 i.e.,
introducing advanced and retarded null coordinates
v = ω + r∗ ; u = ω − r∗
r∗ =
1
β
[r +
r2+
r+ − r− ln |r − r+| −
r2−
r+ − r− ln |r − r−|]
(18)
with r+ =
GM
β +
1
β
√
(GM)2 − βQ2
and r− = GMβ − 1β
√
(GM)2 − βQ2.
Then the line element (17) becomes
ds2 = (β − 2GM
r
+
Q2
r2
)dv2 − 2dvdr
(19)
or
ds2 = (β − 2GM
r
+
Q2
r2
)du2 + 2dudr
(20)
which is analogous to the Robinson-Trautman (RT) met-
ric [6] along θ = 0 where β can take the values +1, 0,−1.
In our case β 6= +1 because then K = φ˙22 = 0 and dark
energy is absent. β 6= −1, i.e. K 6= 2 as the total en-
ergy density cannot exceed unity (Ωmatter +Ωradiation+
Ωdarkenergy = 1).
Therefore, the only allowed value of β = 0 i.e.K = 1
and this is a perfectly valid solution because the RT met-
ric allows β = 0. Physically this means that r+ is pushed
to infinity while r− is pushed to zero. This implies the
radial coordinate r is a time-like coordinate on the whole
space-time manifold and the outer horizon a sort of cos-
mological horizon. Thus , as argued in reference [7], the
case K=1 of (16) does not seem have a Newtonian limit,
which makes it unsuitable for describing astrophysical ob-
jects. However, although this may not be suitable as an
astrophysical object but still is a consistent solution of
Einstein’s equation. In this context, it should be noted
that even the Schwarzschild blackhole solution is strictly
not astrophysically ever possible because we cannot have
static blackholes. But still the Schwarzschild solution
has been a milestone in understanding various nuances
of general relativity. Similar situation prevails also for
the Reissner-Nordstrom blackhole as charged blackholes
are highly unlikely in nature for obvious reasons. So any
confusion regarding K taking the value +1 should not
arise. We shall show below that K = 1 gives zero Hawk-
ing temperature.
Also note that the solution φ(r, t) (15) obtained from
the blackhole conditions G¯00 = G¯
−1
11 also satisfies the
emergent gravity equation of motion (7) at r →∞ along
the symmetry axis, θ = 0:
G¯00∂20φ2 + [G¯
11(∂21φ1 − Γ111∂1φ1)] + G¯01∇0∇1φ
+G¯10∇1∇0φ = 0. The first term vanish since φ2(t) linear
in t and second term within third bracket vanish at r →
∞ because 2ndterm = −√KQ2 (βr2−2GMr+Q2)r(r2−2GMr+Q2)2 and the
last two terms vanish because G¯01 = G¯10 = 0.
So the scalar field that one needs to produce an emer-
gent RN black hole satisfies the equation of motion of
emergent gravity (7) only for infinite coordinate radius
along the polar axis. One may question what the geome-
try discussed has to do with emergent gravity in the first
place. The answer is that as the emergent geometry has
a scalar field intricately linked with it a priori, having
a solution at r → ∞ is non-trivial from various aspects.
Let us discuss these.
First note that the solution for the scalar field φ ,(15),
does not vanish for r→∞ as is usually expected of well
behaved fields. Here φ1(r → ∞) =
√
K[r + 2GMlnr +
2G2M2−Q2√
Q2−G2M2
pi
2 ].
Moreover, if Q − GM = α where α → 0, so that lnr
is negligible compared to the other terms then φ1(r →
∞) ∼
√
K[r +
√
Q√
2α
pi
2 ]. All these are solutions of the
theory and so deserve mention.
IV. THE HAWKING TEMPERATURE FOR
ROBINSON-TRAUTMAN TYPE METRIC
We use the tunnelling method to calculate the Hawk-
ing temperature for (19) [8]: A massless particle in a
black hole background is described by the Klein-Gordon
equation
~
2(−G¯)−1/2∂µ(G¯µν(−G¯)1/2∂νΨ) = 0. (21)
One expands
Ψ = exp(
i
~
S + ...) (22)
to obtain the leading order in ~ the Hamilton-Jacobi
equation is
G¯µν∂µS∂νS = 0 (23)
Assume S is independent of θ and φ. Then
2
∂S
∂v
∂S
∂r
+ (β − 2GM
r
+
Q2
r2
)(
∂S
∂r
)2 = 0 (24)
4The symmetries of the metric permit the action to be
written as
S = −Ev +W (r) + J(xi) (25)
Then
∂vS = −E ; ∂rS =W
′
; ∂iS = Ji (26)
Ji are constants chosen to be zero. Combining equations
(24) and (26):
− 2EW ′(r) + (β − 2GM
r
+
Q2
r2
)(W
′
(r))2 = 0 (27)
Thus
W (r) = 2pii
E
β
r2+
r+ − r− + 2pii
E
β
r2−
r− − r+
=W (r+) +W (r−) (28)
The two values of W (r) correspond to the processes that
the particle tunnels through the outer and inner horizons
respectively.
Therefore
S = −Ev + 2piiE
β
r2+
r+ − r− + 2pii
E
β
r2−
r− − r+ + J(x
i)
(29)
The tunneling rates of the outer and inner horizons are
ΓRT+emergent ∼ e−2ImS+ ∼ e−2ImW (r+)
= e
4piE
β
r2+
r+−r− = e
− E
KBT+ (30)
ΓRT−emergent ∼ e−2ImS− ∼ e−2ImW (r−)
= e
4piE
β
r2−
r−−r+ = e
− E
KBT− (31)
From these two equations the corresponding Hawking
temperatures of the two horizons are respectively
TRT+emergent =
~c3(1−K)2
2pikB
√
G2M2 −Q2(1−K)
[GM +
√
G2M2 −Q2(1−K)]2
(32)
and
TRT−emergent = −
~c3(1 −K)2
2pikB
√
G2M2 −Q2(1−K)
[GM −
√
G2M2 −Q2(1−K)]2
(33)
Hence, as stated before, the Hawking temperature for
this case will vanish as the dark energy density has to
be K = φ˙22 = 1. So this RT blackhole in presence of
dark energy cannot radiate as the dark energy density is
constrained to be unity.
V. EMERGENT GRAVITY AND KERR
METRIC
Now take the gravitational metric gµν to be Kerr. The
line element is
ds2Kerr = (1 −
2GMr
ρ2
)dt2 +
4GMrαsin2θ
ρ2
dφdt − ρ
2
∆
dr2
−ρ2dθ2 − (r2 + α2 + 2GMrα
2sin2θ
ρ2
)sin2θdφ2
(34)
where, α = JGM ; ρ
2 = r2 + α2cos2θ and ∆ = r2 −
2GMr + α2.
In this context an important point should be stressed.
Note that the above metric (34) can be recast (for zero
total charge) into the form given in reference [9] where
the identifications are provided below.
ds2 = f(r, θ)dt2 − dr
2
g(r, θ)
+ 2H(r, θ)dtdφ
−K(r, θ)dφ2 − Σ(r, θ)dθ2 (35)
where, f(r, θ) = ∆(r)−α
2sin2θ
Σ(r,θ) ;
g(r, θ) = ∆(r)Σ(r,θ) ;
H(r, θ) = αsin
2θ(r2+α2−∆(r))
Σ(r,θ) ;
K(r, θ) = (r
2+α2)2−∆(r)α2sin2θ
Σ(r,θ) sin
2θ;
Σ(r, θ) = r2 + α2cos2θ;
∆(r) = r2 + α2 − 2GMr.
In [9] it has been elaborately shown how the Hawk-
ing temperature is independent of θ although the metric
functions depend on θ. In our case the emergent metric
G¯µν contains additional terms but these additional terms
are still independent of θ. Therefore, the modified Hawk-
ing temperature will still be independent of θ. Therefore
we might as well do our evaluation for some fixed θ , i.e.
θ = 0. We consider the Kerr metric along θ = 0. Then
(34) becomes [10]
ds2Kerr;θ=0 =
∆
ρ2
dt2 − ρ
2
∆
dr2 (36)
where, ρ2 = r2 + α2 and ∆ = r2 − 2GMr+ α2. It is to
be noted that the same metric (36) was rediscovered in
[11] using a different route.
As before, we take the k−essence field φ(r, t) to be
spherically symmetric in keeping with the usual spher-
ically symmetric Born-Infeld type of lagrangian for the
k−essence scalar field. This does imply any necessary
conflict with the non-spherically symmetric background.
Then one has from (8)
G¯00 = g00 − (∂0φ)2 = ∆
ρ2
− φ˙2
G¯11 = g11 − (∂rφ)2 = −ρ
2
∆
− (φ′)2
G¯01 = G¯10 = −φ˙φ′. (37)
5The emergent gravity line element (37) along θ = 0 is
now
ds2 = (
∆
ρ2
− φ˙2)dt2 − (ρ
2
∆
+ (φ′)2)dr2 − 2φ˙φ′dtdr(38)
Now make a coordinate transformation from (t, r) to
(ω, r) such that
dω = dt− ( φ˙φ
′
∆
ρ2 − φ˙2
)dr (39)
Then (38) becomes
ds2 = (
∆
ρ2
− φ˙2)dω2 − ( (φ˙φ
′)2
( ∆ρ2 − φ˙2)
+
ρ2
∆
+ (φ′)2)dr2(40)
This equation (40) will a black hole metric if G¯00 = G¯
−1
11 ,
i.e.
φ˙2 =
∆
ρ2
+
∆2
ρ4
(φ′)2 − 1
ρ2
(41)
We take a solution of (41) as φ(r, t) = φ1(r) + φ2(t).
So (41) reduces to
φ˙22 =
∆
ρ2
+
∆2
ρ4
(φ′1)
2 − 1
ρ2
= K (42)
where, K(6= 0) is a constant (K 6= 0 means
k−essence field will have non-zero kinetic energy).
Now from (42) we get, φ˙2 =
√
K and φ′1 =
(
√
r2+α2)(
√
r2(K−1)+α2(K−1)+2GMr+1)
(r2−2GMr+α2) .
The solution of (42) is
φ(r, t) = φ1(r) + φ2(t)
= (
√
r2(K − 1) + α2(K − 1) + 2GMr + 1)
(
√
2GMr tan−1( r
√
2GMr√
α2−2GMr√α2+r2 )√
α2 − 2GMr
+ln(2(r +
√
α2 + r2)) +
√
Kt (43)
where φ1(r)
= (
√
r2(K − 1) + α2(K − 1) + 2GMr + 1)
(
√
2GMr tan−1( r
√
2GMr√
α2−2GMr
√
α2+r2
)
√
α2−2GMr + ln(2(r +
√
α2 + r2)))
and φ2(t) =
√
Kt and choosing an arbitrary integration
constant to be zero. Therefore the line elements (40)
becomes
ds2 = (
∆
ρ2
−K)dω2 − 1
(∆ρ2 −K)
dr2
=
β∆′
ρ2
dω2 − ρ
2
β∆′
dr2 (44)
where β = 1 − K, M ′ = M1−K , ∆′ = (r2 − 2GM ′r +
α2) and ρ2 = r2 + α2. Here note that K 6= 1 since β
cannot be zero, as then the metric becomes singular. K
cannot be greater than 1 because then the signature of the
metric (44) will be wrong. K 6= 0 because that would
imply dark energy is absent. Therefore, the only allowed
values are 0 < K < 1. So there is no question of K
approaching 1 and confusions regarding this limit should
not arise. It can be shown that for r → ∞ this metric
is an approximate solution of Einstein’s equations as the
relevant terms fall of as 1r3 .
We now show that there is a further restriction on
the dark energy density K = φ˙22 if we want the fields
φ(r, t) given by (43) to satisfy the equation of motion
(7) along the symmetry axis θ = 0 at r → ∞. For the
axi-symmetric case, the equation of motion (7) takes the
form G¯00∂20φ2 + G¯
11∂21φ1 − G¯11Γ111∂1φ1 + G¯01∇0∇1φ +
G¯10∇1∇0φ = 0. The first term vanishes exactly because
φ2(t) is linear in t, and the last two terms vanish because
G¯01 = G¯10 = 0.
Using the expression for Γ111 =
GM(α2−r2)
(r2+α2)(r2−2GMr+α2)
the third term for r → ∞ goes as 1r2 and hence may be
ignored. The remaining second term for r → ∞ goes as
|1−K| 32
r . As per the Planck collaboration results [12], the
value of dark energy density K is about 0.696. Therefore,
the term is negligible as the denominator goes to infinity.
Therefore in this limit this term also may be ignored
and hence the equations of motion satisfied. Therefore,
K 6= 0, 1 and 0 < K < 1. However K should be very
close to unity for equations of motion to be satisfied at
large r.
VI. THE HAWKING TEMPERATURE FOR
KERR TYPE METRIC
Now we go over to the Eddington-Finkelstein coor-
dinates (v, r) or (u, r) along the symmetry axis θ = 0.
v = ω + r∗ and u = ω − r∗ ,β = 1−K and
r∗ = β−1[r + (
r2+ + α
2
r+ − r− )ln |r − r+| − (
r2− + α
2
r+ − r− )ln |r − r−|]
(45)
with r+ = GM
′ +
√
(GM ′)2 − α2 = GM1−K +√
( GM1−K )
2 − α2
and r− = GM ′ −
√
(GM ′)2 − α2 = GM1−K −√
( GM1−K )
2 − α2. Therefore the line element (44)
ds2 = (
β∆′
r2 + α2
)dv2 − 2dvdr = β(r − r+)(r − r−)
r2 + α2
dv2 − 2dvdr.
(46)
Now proceeding exactly as before we calculate the
Hawking temperatures for the two horizons. These are
TK+emergent =
~c3(1−K)2
4pikB
√
(GM)2 − α2(1−K)2
(GM)2 +GM
√
(GM)2 − α2(1−K)2
(47)
6and
TK−emergent = −
~c3(1 −K)2
4pikB
(
√
(GM)2 − α2(1 −K)2
(GM)2 −GM
√
(GM)2 − α2(1−K)2 )
(48)
where, kB is the Boltzmann constant.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this work we have determined the Hawking tem-
peratures for emergent gravity metrics having Reissner-
Nordstrom and Kerr backgrounds. We have shown that
presence of dark energy modifies the Hawking tempera-
tures. We first do the exercise for the spherically symmet-
ric Reissner-Nordstrom background metric along θ = 0.
For θ = 0 the k-essence scalar field satisfies the emer-
gent gravity equations of motion.In this case, the emer-
gent metric can be mapped into a Robinson-Trautman
blackhole. When the dark energy density is unity this
blackhole has zero Hawking temperature i.e. it does not
radiate. We next work with a Kerr background along
θ = 0 again so that the emergent gravity equations of
motion are again satisfied by the dark energy field. The
emergent blackhole metric satisfies Einstein’s equations
for large r and always radiates. Our analysis is done in
the context of emergent gravity metrics having k−essence
scalar fields φ with a Born-Infeld type lagrangian.In both
cases the scalar field φ(r, t) = φ1(r) + φ2(t) also satisfies
the emergent gravity equations of motion at r → ∞ for
θ = 0.
Note that in reference [1] the resulting emergent met-
ric had been identified with a topological defect [13]. In
this work there are no defects in the emergent metrics.
There are two event horizons and hence two Hawking
temperatures in both cases. But only one of these tem-
peratures , viz.,that corresponding to the outer horizon
is observationally relevant.
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